Cordless Tile Cutting Machine

TE-TC 18/115 Li-Solo
Item No.: 4301190
Ident No.: 21010
Bar Code: 4006825657500
The Einhell TE-TC 18/115 Li-Solo cordless tile cutting machine, being powered by a rechargeable battery from the high-performance PXC family, is a
“lightweight” tool. The tile cutting machine has a parallel stop with a scale and a table which can be tilted and an angle scale from 0° to 45°. The
adjustable angle stop has settings from -45° to +45° for miter cuts. An integrated water container provides for cutting disch cooling, and for safety there
is a cutting wheel guard. Non-slip, low-vibration feet ensure a secure and steady standing position, and a carrying option for easy transport. The
product is supplied complete with a diamond cutting disc and tool. The rechargeable batteries from the PXC series are available separately.

Features & Benefits
- A member of the Power X-Change family
- Flexible use everywhere due to battery motor and low weight
- Tilting table with angle scale (0 - 45°)
- Integrated water tank for cutting disc cooling
- Non-slip and vibration rubber feets for secure hold
- Parallel stop with angle scale for exact straight cuts
- Adjustable (-45° - 45°) angle stop for mitre cuts
- Carrying option for easy transport
- A cutting wheel guard provides the necessary safety
- Complete with diamond cutting disc and a tool for changing
- Supplied without battery and charger (available separately)

Technical Data
- Voltage
- Speed
- Cutting height 45°
- Cutting height 90°
- Cutting disc
- Tilting range of included table
- Working table size
- IP-class

18 V
3800 min^-1
16 mm
24 mm
Ø115 x Ø22.2 mm
45 °
305 x 335 mm
IPX0

Logistic Data
- Product weight (kg)
- Gross weight (kg)
- Dimensions single packaging
- Pieces per export carton
- Dimensions export carton
- Container quantities (20"/40"/40"HC)

3.5
4.38
422 x 410 x 160 mm
4 Pieces
440 x 425 x 660 mm
860 | 1760 | 2100
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Available as special accessories
Extra thin cut disc 115x1,2
Angle Grinder Accessory
Item No.: 49721150
Bar Code: 4009317211501
KWB by Einhell

Battery-Running-Times
One Battery for All

cutting1
(pieces)

1.5 Ah

37

2.0 Ah

50

2.5 Ah

63

3.0 Ah

75

4.0 Ah

100

5.2 Ah

130

6.0 Ah

150

Test setup:
1) tile - tile 15 mm - Max. electronic speed
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